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King Lear

Lear divides his kingdom: fatal error, ideological error. He transgresses order and codes. - Division means threat to kingdom, and in shak's time, constant threat ... 
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K in g L e a r, H u m a n N a t u re



Literature 1/1



Source: notes de cours CAPES/Agreg Nancy 2



Human nature and human existence are central themes. ! Two opposed needs:: • the need to accept human participation in the natural structure/subordination to nature • the need to distinguish btw what is natural and what is human. • !This contradiction is central in KL. - Natural imagery in KL. - Vocabulary: “nature”, “Nature”, “natural”, “unnatural”, “kind” (= means natural and nice in Elizabethan age; Shak plays on the double meaning). •



Occurrences of “kind” in KL: o "Bid them farewell, Cordelia, though unkind." (1, 1, 262) o the Fool : "Shalt see thy other daughter will use thee kindly; for though she’s as like this as a crab’s like an apple, yet I can tell what I can tell." (1, 5, 14) o regret of having treated Cordelia "unkindly": Lear "I will forget my nature. So kind a father!" (1, 5, 30) o "I tax not you, you elements, with unkindness." (3, 2, 16) o "Nothing could have subdued nature to such a lowness but his unkind daughters." (3, 4, 69)



Ambiguity of the term “nature.” ! Latin root and meaning natura: our present meaning of nature; the natural principle + our human nature (physical and psychological nature). ! Order of nature: Elizabethans understand nature as a hierarchical structure organized by God. ! The nature = God. The order of nature: the Elizabethan principle ! It has to be noted that Shak transfers a pagan King to an Elizabethan context.



- Nature is always normative: u have to respect the norm. - Ideal form: laws, costumes, logic, reasons etc were believed to be the creation of God, to be the expression of God’s presence on earth, it His immanence (= Dieu est ds ttes les choses). - Nature is God’s instrument: cf A4.6.86 “Nature’s above art in that respect.” - Nature is a guide for man in his conduct: man will adjust to his place in social & filial hierarchy. Hierarchy in cosmos // hierarchy in sty. • Cosmology of Ptoleme: geocentrism: fixed earth in the center of the universe --> the universe was organized around the earth. Cosmos: perfectly ordered, arranged, matching the orga of the earth. Macrocosm > Microcosm. •



Hierarchy in sty, and in family: it was natural to honor your father.



- Man can only know himself in terms of his proper place in hierarchy. Man = his taks = to conform. No real individuality. - Rigidity of that order. - Pyramidal representation: idea of unity, and of rising to the unity of one single person who represents the whole of sty (the King, God). - The monarch represents the unity of his kingdom. - Lear divides his kingdom: fatal error, ideological error. He transgresses order and codes. - Division means threat to kingdom, and in shak’s time, constant threat of religious division. (King James must have been pleased of seeing the ==> of division). - Division = anarchy ; unity = protection. - AI sc 1: an act of deconstruction of his power: although the division is a proof of his absolute power, it is a threat to his power. - Il demande à ses filles de défier l’ordre naturel par leur mérite individuel: “Nature doth with merit challenge”. Cordelia: in A.I.1: ! She represents the // btw her duty as a daughter and her place in the natural order. She thinks she does not have to justify her love for her father, because it is a natural love, and nature cannot be justified. - No transgression on the part of C. She is the norm, the bond, the voice of reason. - She is “Queen over her passion” (A.III.3). - Imptce of the conflict passion/reason. - According to Dollimore, C’s real transgression is to speak in a way which explicitly shows that affection is part of an order.



- Feminist critics see C as a victim of a rigid and patriarchal sty (sense of property here: daughters belong to fathers, then to husbands). • But she is rather ironic, or cynical, because she plays with that order, she uses it: she shows that her sisters tell nonsense. - C explains that when she marries, her father will be dispossessed of her love. -- C’s transgression is her subversion: she refuses to speak the feminine language of passion, emotion etc, and uses masculine language, the language of duty, the normative language (reason of Lear anger). Edmund and nature: ! For him, nature does not mean the natural, hierarchical order. ! He has a modern discourse: as he was born from the love relationship of his parents, he is a natural child, as opposed to his legitimate brother, born from a marital bed (born from order). ! He says A1.2 that he has a natural right to his claim for legitimacy. ! For him, nature means detached from the constraints of sty. • Moral conventions, customs for him are not natural. •



==> he disrupts the order of nature naturally/rationally.



! His vision is of a Darwinian world: the strong preys on the weak. ! Nature = a chance pattern, not a structure created by God. ! + a scientific vision --> God does not determine your destiny. You have to rely on your own individual capabilities Individualism and Machiavellian in the 1st sense of the term: we make our destiny we can fashion our future. Emphasis on free will. ! Man is superior to nature: you can manipulate nature for your own purposes. ! Men are physical agents, either obstacles of helpers. ! He has utilitarian purposes (! moral purposes). -



But his pragmatism does not get him anything in the end.



-



So what is Shak’s view of nature?



Animal imagery in KL: ! Continual references to animals, which stress the monstrosity of characters. Ferocious animals are used as a comparison to the human cruelty (exc the image of the birds in the cage).



! These animals represent savagery, but mostly lust: when Lear gets mad, he makes references to sex, and talks of it as something filthy. ! The image of the dog: loyal, faithful, but at the same obsequious (servile à l’extrême). ! The image “Pelican daughters”: biblical image: the pelican is the only animal which feeds its young with its blood in case of necessity --> cf Christ who died for us. The pelican is an emblem of maternal instinct till death An emblem: An Emblem is a symbolic picture with accompanying text, of a type which developed in the sixteenth century and enjoyed an enormous vogue for the next 200 years or more.
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